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Villa Review: We stayed at Villa Issi in 

Seminyak and fell head over heels for its 

stylish design & sun-soaked infinity pool. 
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Ultra-luxe interiors, G&Ts in the sunshine and freshly cooked spring rolls by the pool? Villa Issi 

knows exactly how we like to spend our Bali vacays 

Like any luxury lover, we are total suckers for an ultra modern, minimalistic villa. Bright open 

spaces, geometric aesthetics, a rolling lawn and an ever-enticing infinity pool for a tropical cool 

down? It doesn’t get much better than that. Unless of course, the villa is situated in the heart of 

Seminyak, just minutes from all of our fave beach clubs, cocktail bars, world-famous restos and 

designer boutiques… 

https://thehoneycombers.com/bali/hip-seminyak-guide-where-to-eat-stay-shop-relax-party-chill-stretch-and-sweat-in-balis-most-snazzy-social-and-stylish-hood/
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Well, that’s exactly what we got at Villa Issi: a super stylish, east-meets-west space with a whole 

lotta luxury – all in a walk-to-everything Seminyak location. 

 

This uber-modern villa (which is part of Elite Havens’ stellar villa collection) is as dreamy as they 

come. With it’s striking designer look on the exterior, the interior also lives up to the modern-edgy 

vibe. But it’s not only the aesthetics that are done right here – the villa is beyond comfortable and 

perfectly designed for a large group, thanks to four gigantic rooms all with stunning ensuites. 

Beauty and functionality? You betcha. 

Two of the bedrooms sit on the ground floor  in a separate annex with stunning indoor-outdoor 

ensuites – just perfect for a soak in the outdoor garden bathtub while you bathe away the day. Head 

upstairs, and the two palatial boudoirs are enormous in size and know just how to make you feel 

like a Queen. 
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Then there’s the staff. The difference it makes when villa staff are on point with everything (from 

the service and smiles, to their grasp on English!) is immeasurable. The team here are total 

professionals, including Villa Issi’s own personal chef who would constantly whip us up 

deliciously fresh spring rolls by the pool – perfect for those afternoon G&Ts in the sunshine. 

Now for the bonus points. Just a short stroll from Villa Issa, you’ll find world-class restaurants, 

trendy boutiques, hip bars, and miles of sandy beach. Yup, this villa is the real deal. 

Special Reader Offer: Right now, the team at Elite Havens are offering 25% off if you book 90 

days in advance. Nice huh? To book and explore the villa online, go to the Elite Havens website. 

Elite Havens, 883 Jalan Raya Semer, Kerobokan Bali, p: +62 361 737 498, or Singapore +65 

3108 0520. 
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